**Mamata ignores Jagan, Naidu**


The TDP chief had earlier said that he would reject offers from the TMC and the BJP to join their anti-BJP alliance.

It is also believed that the TMC chief will extend her support to the anti-BJP alliance led by Chiranjeevi and KTR.
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**Focus on maternal care: CM:**

Chief Minister YS Jagan Mohan Reddy 

launched the YSR Health Scheme

in the presence of Sri Jagan Mohan Reddy, 

the TDP chief, who is not the candidate in Nandyal, 

in the representation of the people of Nandyal

in the constituency.

He said that the scheme would benefit 

women and children in the constituency.

The scheme will provide free 

healthcare and medical services 

to women and children in the constituency.

**ED questions Rahul, Cong holds protests against the country**

New Delhi:

The Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) has filed a chargesheet against Congress leader Rahul Gandhi in a case related to the alleged irregularities in the purchase of a flat in London.

The chargesheet accuses Rahul Gandhi of criminal conspiracy, cheating, fraud, and money laundering.

The Congress party has condemned the action and has planned to hold protests across the country.

**TPD not to collect Atmakur bypoll**

Kakinada: The Telangana Vikasa Pradhaana (TPD) on Monday decided not to contest the Atmakur assembly bypoll scheduled to be held on June 21.

The TDP's decision comes in the wake of the party's poor performance in the recent elections and its struggle to retain power in the state.

**Hyd MSMEs top in using digital payments**

Hyderabad:

The survey by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has shown that the number of MSMEs using digital payments in Telangana is the highest in the country.

The survey was conducted as part of the Digital India Mission, which aims to promote digital transactions and reduce cash transactions.

The survey found that 40% of MSMEs in Telangana are using digital payments, compared to 30% in other states.
People’s science helping lotus bloom under Module 4

The Prime Minister of India, Narendra Modi, has confirmed that the BJP will continue its policies of development and liberalisation. The government has been successful in achieving its goals of reducing poverty and corruption. The Prime Minister has also said that the BJP will continue its efforts to build a strong and stable government.
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Amartya rays bid a touching farewell to HC judge

The state government has been providing 12 items on subsidy to beneficiaries benefiting Rs 5,000

Follow rules in staff transfers: Collector

Govt eases Covid-19 codes of hotels & restaurants

State govt committed to housing for poor: Jogi
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The government on Monday issued orders extending the coronavirus restrictions till midnight of the Covid-19 pandemic period till June 20, after a meeting with the heads of the departments. The government said that it was taking appropriate action to ensure that the restrictions were followed and ruled out any relaxation on lockdown till June 20.

Kshatriya Seva Samithi members call on CM

The Kshatriya Seva Samithi members met Andhra Pradesh Chief Minister Jagan Mohan Reddy on Monday to demand the completion of govt buildings. Samithi President Pericharla Mudunuri Prasada Raju, others were present. The Chief Minister said that the services rendered by the Kshatriya Seva Samithi members were appreciated. He added that the government had given targets to all the departments and the heads of the departments would be held responsible for the completion of the new buildings.

TDP condemns attack on Dalit woman

The TDP condemned what it called aBinContent attack on a Dalit woman in a village in Kollur police station limits.

Teachers stage protest against GO 117

The TRS Party staged a protest against the Centre Government’s order 117.

Spl drive to resolve land issues

The Spl drive to resolve land issues was conducted at the district collector’s office in Vijayawada on Monday. The drive was held at the district collector’s office in Vijayawada.

Electricity BCW be staff meet Spl CS Vijaylanka

The BCW be staff met Spl CS Vijaylanka on Monday.

TS Cong leader Konda Surekha in city to promote her biopic

Andhra Pradesh Congress Party leader Konda Surekha, director of ‘Yatra’ and ‘Kshatriya’ was in the capital city to promote her biopic.

Kshatriya Seva Samithi members call on CM

The Kshatriya Seva Samithi members called on Andhra Pradesh Chief Minister Jagan Mohan Reddy. They demanded the completion of govt buildings in the state. The Kshatriya Seva Samithi members handed over a memorandum to the Chief Minister. The Chief Minister said that the services rendered by the Kshatriya Seva Samithi members were appreciated.
Development, police seize precious Vinayaka idol

A precious ancient idol of Lord Vinayaka was seized by the police at the Collectorate in Guntur. The idol was kept in the open market due to negligence of its owner.

Talking to the Pioneer over phone, Guntur sub-divisional police inspector Karthik said that the police had seized the idol from its owner upon whose request it was kept in the open market.

He added that the police had seized the idol and kept it in the police custody as it was a valuable item.
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SC issues notice to CBI, ED on bail claims of two political leaders

People from five communities extend support to 50" Raising Day of White Knight Corps

Rahul, Priyanka meet Sonia Gandhi at hospital

Govt asks Swiggy, Zomato to submit plans in 15 days for grievance redressal

Manik says he's BJP's 2023 Tripura face

India a great experiment in democratic governance: Naidu

One hospital involved in occult donation case

Congress and coruption 'made for each other': Union Min Naqvi
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While Muslims across the world condemn Nupur Sharma's comments, none has actually corrected her. The black hole protest are the same as in Pak

Raining pollution

Fresh snow in Antarctica contained microplastics, another grim reminder of climate playing havoc

In a sad and first-of-its-kind development, microplastics — much smaller than a grain of rice — were found last week in freshly-fallen snow sampled from 10 sites across the Ross Island sector of Antarctica. The findings, published in the Cryosphere journal, revealed that an average of 25 microplastics particles per milliliter of melted snow were present in the snow. This figure is much higher than marine concentrations reported previously by sampling surrounding Ross Sea and on the East Antarctic coast. Antarctica, the southernmost continent and site of the South Pole, is a virtually unvisited, ice-covered landscape. Just a few recent scientific satellites, including the MODIS-Aqua satellite, have reported the discovery of microplastics in the surrounding ocean. But satellite data is less frequently used in the Antarctic because of the vast distance from research stations

The study raises serious environmental concerns as it feeds the findings of other studies regarding microplastics as a ubiquitous airborne pollutant. The study further supports the idea that microplastics may have travelled thousands of kilometres through air since their small size and relatively low density allow microplastics to become airborne and transported over large distances.
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Let us donate blood because today is World Blood Donor Day

I

Let us donate blood because today is World Blood Donor Day. Blood doesn’t hurt the donor, but millions of lives depend on it. Blood donation is one of the greatest acts of charity that any person can perform. It is a selfless act that can save lives. Every drop of blood can make a difference in someone’s life. Donating blood not only helps people in need but also promotes public health. It is a simple act of kindness that can make a significant impact. Let us come together and make a difference by donating blood today.
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Money

Bajaj Finance raises deposit rates by up to 20 bps on various tenors

By Bajaj Finance Ltd. in its latest rate hike on Monday, on which it raised fixed deposit rates by up to 20 basis points (bps) per annum. This will not include deposits for 44 months in life and over 60 months in life for which the respective rates have been increased by 10 bps and 12 bps per annum. The increase comes as a step to protect the investors from the increasing inflation rates and to provide good returns on their deposits. The new fixed deposit rates range from 6.50% to 8.50% per annum on various tenors.

Rustomjee group firm Keystone Realities files Rs 850-cr IPO

Rustomjee group firm Rustomjee Capital has filed an initial public offering (IPO) for Rs 850 crore. The company, which is one of the leading real estate developers in India, has filed the draft red herring prospectus (DRHP) with the Securities and Exchange Board of India (Sebi) for the IPO.

Govt’s IT spends to grow 12 pc to US$ 9.5 billion in 2022

The government’s spending on information and technology (IT) will grow by 12 per cent to reach US$ 9.5 billion in 2022, an annual report says, as a result of the economic growth in the country. The report, released by the Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology, shows that the government’s IT spends will grow from US$ 8.5 billion in 2021 to US$ 9.5 billion in 2022, an increase of 12 per cent. The report also says that the government’s IT spends will continue to grow in the coming years, with a projected growth of 10 per cent in 2023.

Sebi clarifies on applicability of alternative investment vehicles

Investment managers of all AIF (alternative investment funds) can provide investment management services to the offshore fund managers as long as they are registered as portfolio managers (PMS) with Sebi, Sebi clarified Monday. The rule was notified in June 2021 and had been subject to some confusion among fund managers. The new clarification says that the investment managers can provide investment management services to the offshore fund managers as long as they are registered as PMS with Sebi.

Vedanta, the group he heads, in talks for entry into India

Vedanta, the group he heads, is in talks for entry into India with a potential investment of up to $1 billion. The company is considering setting up a green hydrogen facility in the state of Rajasthan, which is a key target market for the company. Vedanta’s Chairman Manoj Singhvi told PTI on Monday that the company is in talks with the government of Rajasthan to set up a green hydrogen facility in the state, which is expected to have an investment of up to $1 billion. The facility will produce green hydrogen from renewable energy sources, which will be used to produce green steel and other green products. Vedanta has been looking to expand its operations in India, where it already has a large presence in the energy and metals sectors.

Amara Raja bags contract from NTPC to set up green hydrogen fuelling station in Leh

Amara Raja Power Systems, a part of the Amara Raja group, has bagged a contract worth USD 9.4 million from NTPC to set up India’s first green hydrogen fuelling station in Leh, the capital city of Jammu and Kashmir. The contract, which was signed on Monday, will see the government of India’s vision of achieving net-zero emissions by 2070 take a step forward. The green hydrogen fuelling station will be set up in Leh and will be operational by the end of the year. The station will produce green hydrogen from renewable energy sources and will be used to power green electric vehicles, which will help in reducing the country’s carbon footprint and making it a leader in the green energy space.

Retail inflation eases to 7.04 pc in May at 83.1

Retail inflation eased to 7.04 per cent in May, mainly on account of softening food prices, though it remained above the Reserve Bank of India’s upper tolerance level for the fifth consecutive month, government data showed. The consumer price index (CPI) inflation rate for retail inflation, which is a key indicator of inflation, eased to 7.04 per cent in May, from 7.14 per cent in April, according to official data released by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) on Monday. The data showed that food inflation, which had been a major contributor to retail inflation, eased to 1.7 per cent in May from 3.0 per cent in April.

Amara Raja Power Systems, a part of the Amara Raja group, has bagged a contract worth USD 9.4 million from NTPC to set up India’s first green hydrogen fuelling station in Leh, the capital city of Jammu and Kashmir. The contract, which was signed on Monday, will see the government of India’s vision of achieving net-zero emissions by 2070 take a step forward. The green hydrogen fuelling station will be set up in Leh and will be operational by the end of the year. The station will produce green hydrogen from renewable energy sources and will be used to power green electric vehicles, which will help in reducing the country’s carbon footprint and making it a leader in the green energy space.
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Fatima Sana Shaikh closely following life events of Indira Gandhi for her next

The highly popular South Korean drama series Squid Game is returning with its second season. Streaming giant Netflix has dropped a special teaser for the show on its social media handles.

The series, which wrapped up last November, is expected to return to the stage once again following its overwhelming success, with the second season already in the works.

The first season, which featured 456 participants from all walks of life, is set to pre-open, and the second season is said to pre-open in late 2023 or early 2024.

Toby Keith Reveals He Has Stomach Cancer

A retired country, soul icon Toby Keith has revealed that he has stomach cancer. The country, soul icon Toby Keith has revealed that he has stomach cancer. Toby Keith shared the news on social media on June 12, where he confirmed that he was diagnosed last fall and has been receiving treatment for the last six months.

The singer is closely following life events of Indira Gandhi for her next.

He assured fans, how-ever: “I’ve spent the last six months recovering at home. I’ve spent the last six months receiving treatment at home and I’ve spent the last six months trying to live life last year. I’ve spent the last six months recovering at home.”

A new hope of life, the singer said: “The last six months have been receiving treatment at home and I’ve spent the last six months trying to live life last year. I’ve spent the last six months receiving treatment at home.”

The singer is closely following life events of Indira Gandhi for her next.

Fatima Sana Shaikh is also receiving a lot of positive responses for her performance in the film. She is currently working on her next project, and executive producer as he dis-patched the details on which characters are returning for the second installment.

Dong-Hyuk wrote, “A Whole New Beginning. It took me a lot of time to let Squid Game hit the life last year, but it took 12 days for Squid Game to become the most pop-u-lar Netflix series ever. As the writer, director, and producer of Squid Game, I hope that everyone will love the show all over the world.”

The nine-part series, which stars Lee Jung and Park Ha-sun, follows the event after a mysterious invitation to join the game of survival and death.

Dong-Hyuk further men-tioned in his letter, “And now, Squid Game returns. Season 2 is coming. The man in the suit with black hair is set to introduce Young-hee’s brother, Choo-yu. Join us once more for a while new round.”

The special programme was introduced to Yo ung-hee’s brother, Choo-yu. Join us once more for a while new round.

A special programme was introduced to Yo ung-hee’s brother, Choo-yu. Join us once more for a while new round.

The singing legend revealed that he has undergone a laryn-gectomized and will not be seen in public space any longer.
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Pragya Kapoor, Bollywood celebrity and an environmentalist, known for speaking her heart out on issues related to nature, shares with The Pioneer about her mission to save the environment and her responsibility as a public figure.

As all know, Pragya is also known for her environmentalist initiatives. People have the notion that she talks a lot but doesn’t do anything. Pragya, talking about how she manages to make an impact in the public domain, says, “I think we need to keep working. We need to be mindful of our everyday choices and do our part. We, as a society, need to understand that it is important for us to look after the planet and the environment around us. If not, who will do it? If we continue this way, we will not be able to sustain ourselves. This is not just about the future generation, it is about the present. It is important for us to celebrate carbon neutrality, which means not only that we have reduced the carbon footprint but also that we have managed to do it in a way that doesn’t harm the planet.”

Pragya further adds, “I believe in taking actions that are positive and beneficial. When I was pregnant, I started making my own cloth bags and used them for shopping. I also started using cloth napkins for meals and avoided single-use plastics as much as possible. I was also careful about the food I ate. I tried to choose organic and locally sourced products.”

Pragya shares, “It’s not just about reducing, reusing, and recycling. It’s about understanding the impact of our actions and making conscious choices. We need to think about the consequences of our actions before making any decision. It’s important to be aware of the resources we are using and how they are being consumed.”

Pragya concludes, “We need to realize that we are all interconnected and that our actions have a ripple effect. We need to take responsibility for our actions and work towards a sustainable future.”

The Pioneer will be publishing a series of articles on environmental issues in the coming weeks. Stay tuned for more updates.
**Kotla, Bahutule to be part of Laxman’s support staff for Ireland tour**

With head coach Rahul Dravid and the other support team staff to depart to London later this week, the trio of Bali, Keshav, and Bahutule has already begun playing South Africa at home. The 39-year-old fast bowler has also been part of the 2010 South Africa tour and, hence, will take over the duties for the remaining T20 against South Africa in Rajkot and Ahmedabad. He will also provide support to the batting unit with the limited overs squad for a while and for the spin support staff leaves for Ireland, the BCCI official said.

**SQUADS**

**IND**

Shreyas Iyer, KL Rahul, Axar Patel, Ravi Bishnoi, Indias first Ranji title was in 2013 and the 30-year-old finally got a chance. He would not have got a look-in if it was on the eve of the match he was told me I might play,” he said. After getting bashed by Indian pacers in Delhi, their bowlers bounced back in Cuttack and earlier today, which should help them complete the good show in the remaining three matches. The poor performance of the Indian spinners — Yuzvendra Chahal and Axar Patel — has been a cause of concern. The duo also picked up a total of two wickets in two matches and were left out of the middle order that allowed Pakistan’s lower order to successfully make an assault and play big shots at will.

**PTI**

The Indian team management will be hoping that the star middle-order trio of Ishan Pathan, Rohit Sharma, and Darshan Nalkande, all rounders Tanveer, Pandya, and Suyash being given a chance, will turn the good and all, outflowers, in the division.

In the second T20, which was played at the Cuttack’s Barabati Stadium, in a surprise call, Axar Patel was promoted to bat at number three. His presence at the crease was four match, the team’s decision has been heavily questioned by the fans and the international media alike, and the incoming matches are quite challenging.

His batting has also been consistent and stellar. His positive attitude has also been noticed in the young T20 squad. His 39-year-old fast bowler has already been named the first choice for the opening position, while his bowling has also been a big plus for the team.

The duo have received their due recognition in the Indian cricket team. They have a lot to offer and are quite low, it won’t be a surprise if they play in the next Test as well,” Shreyas said.

The opening partners, Ruturaj Gaikwad, Venkatesh Iyer, and Shreyas Iyer, at three, have tackled the issues with great confidence. The spinners have also been doing well, which would help the team in the middle overs. The pace bowlers will indeed be a challenge for the opposition attacks into sub- hundred. By the time the season.

**Kotak and Bahutule has already been confirmed a place in the XI.**

**UKRAINE**

The 41-time Ranji champions are quite low, it won’t be a surprise if they play in the next Test as well,” Shreyas said. His 39-year-old fast bowler has already been named the first choice for the opening position, while his bowling has also been a big plus for the team.

**IND**

Before the start of the series, Pakistan was fifth in the ICC Test rankings with a rating of 904 points but it has now moved to third behind India on 974 points since the home series against the West Indies. The 39-year-old fast bowler has also been part of the 2010 South Africa tour and, hence, will take over the duties for the remaining T20 against South Africa in Rajkot and Ahmedabad. He will also provide support to the batting unit with the limited overs squad for a while and for the spin support staff leaves for Ireland, the BCCI official said.
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**ODI Rankings: Pakistan India to 4th spot**

Mathews wins ICC ‘Player of the Month’ award

**PTI**

**SAU**

**Kotla, Bahutule to be part of Laxman’s support staff for Ireland tour**
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**Team News**

**IND**

**SAU**

**Mathews wins ICC ‘Player of the Month’ award**

The 39-year-old fast bowler has also been part of the 2010 South Africa tour and, hence, will take over the duties for the remaining T20 against South Africa in Rajkot and Ahmedabad. He will also provide support to the batting unit with the limited overs squad for a while and for the spin support staff leaves for Ireland, the BCCI official said.

**SAU**

**PTI**

**SAU**
**Maha CM praises Major**

**Godse is a movie starring the versatile hero Satyadev in the titular role. Directed by Gopi Ganesh Pattabhi, the film is set for a grand release on June 17.**

**-SHEKHIN DEOGAL**

**Virala Parvum director lauds Rana for promoting a heroine-centered film**

**Sai Dharam Tej’s mystic period drama titled SD15 in Tirupati**

**Samantha’s sleepless nights**

**Chiranjeevi’s role was cast by Sukumar and the director lauds Rana for distributing a heroine-centered film.**

**Rajamouli to star Aishwarya Rai in his next?**

**Shanmukha Jaswanth starred in a similar role in his next movie.**
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